Address entities extraction using named entity recognition
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Abstract—Due to presence of large amounts of digital data, many tools for information extraction were developed in order to provide meaningful information and knowledge that could be used in text analysis and interpretation. Machine learning, artificial intelligence and data mining can help there a lot. In this paper, program for extracting address entities is presented as task of named entity recognition. The dataset for named entity recognition are USA addresses that are labeled as one of 8 labels. The model is designed for automatic representation and analysis of human language. For the computers, it is pretty easy to compute a theory-motivated span of computational techniques and its abilities are limited. Natural language processing and information extractors play an important role in extraction useful information from unstructured semi-structured text sources [8].
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, there is a lot of digital information present around us. It is impossible to analyze them manually and extract some knowledge from all of them. It is unstructured text that is coming from different websites, articles, e-mails, blogs and news. They usually contain meaningful and useful contents which are hidden to the computers [8]. Social networks had provided people with abilities to express their opinions, share contents and ideas in time and cost efficient ways with many other people in the world. This large amount of text cannot be directly processed by computers [12]. The aim of information extraction is to construct structured data from unstructured text [9]. Natural language processing and information extractors play an important role in extraction useful information from unstructured and semi-structured text sources [8].

A. Natural language processing

Natural language processing (NLP) started in 1950s as combination of artificial intelligence and linguistics [11]. It is a theory-motivated span of computational techniques designed for automatic representation and analysis of human language. For the computers, it is pretty easy to compute number of words in the text or to check the spelling but when it comes to interpreting sentences and extracting meaningful knowledge from them, it becomes very hard for the computer and its abilities are limited. Natural language processing needs high-level symbolic capabilities in order to successfully analyze text. It requires following capabilities:

- Manipulation of recursive structures
- Acquisition of semantic memory
- Control of multiple learning modules
- Identifying the basic objects and actions
- Representation of abstract concepts [12].

Most of the work in natural language processing is done by computer scientists but this field attracted other scientists as well. There are linguists, psychologists and philosophers among those who are interested in this field of artificial intelligence [13]. Computational models in NLP are trying to connect cognitive gap by imitating the human way of processing the language and looking for semantic features that are not explicitly expressed in text [12]. The systems that include NLP processes are used for practical purposes such as enabling machine-human communication. It is present in applications where sentiment analysis has to be done, when meaning of numerous comments in social networks or websites need to be understood. NLP is used in language translation, articles sorting, articles searching, automated assistants for reservations and other similar applications.

B. Named entity recognition

Named entity recognition is part of natural language processing and is used as basis for many applications in Information management such as semantic annotation or question answering. It is a task of extracting and identifying only some types of information elements that are called named entities [6]. Market survey performed by IDC in 2010 [7] showed that amounts of digital information will increase by factor 44 by 2020 and that investments in staff that would manage those information will increase only by 1.4 which represents problem of maintenance of such data. That is why there was a need for tools that would search and discover those amounts of information and give meaning and structure to unstructured data. One of such tools is named entity recognition. Named entity recognition is one of the four tasks of natural language processing. It labels each word in the sentences into categories such as "organization", "person" or "location". Some indicator within an entity makes tag that is assigned to the entity. What makes named entity recognition challenging are word/phrase variation of order, derivation of other words using suffixes, change of form of the word (smaller/smallest), synonyms and so on [11]. In order to make computer understand words and their relations and contexts, word are converted into vectors and represented in multidimensional spaces which is meaningful for the computer [10]. Name entity recognition is used in content recommendation, customer support, text classification and many other applications.
II. RELATED WORKS

In [1], spatiotemporal and semantic information were extracted from web news using CNN articles. The content that is extracted was related to natural hazards and helped to provide information about addresses, locations and times of the events that are related to natural disasters. The STS precision that is calculated in this work is the number of correctly resolved spatiotemporal semantic references divided by the number of spatiotemporal semantic references that the system or users attempt to resolve. This precision is higher than ones obtained in previous works related to information extraction. The geographical locations that are collected from the news are sorted into two different groups: explicit locations such as cities and generalized locations such as East Coast. The results from the extraction showed more generalized geographical locations because the source of text were CNN articles and results would show more explicit addresses and locations if local news were used since they provide more detailed geographical information. After those entities are extracted, they were mapped using geographic information systems to represent patterns of natural disasters. The results helped understand the event dynamics, whether certain event is caused by humans or it is an environmental phenomena.

Each day, there is more and more data at World Wide Web and it is increasing with a large speed. The results of it are various and numerous resources for businesses and researchers. The authors of [2] proposed method for extracting geographical locations of commercial companies and services that are available from their websites. They are labeling information that is related to geographical entities. Natural language processing for text analysis is used in annotation process. They relied on pattern matching and clustering for geographical entities. This work is considered useful due to its importance for retrieving information related to geographical entities and locations since there is an increasing attention for such fields over past years. This paper focuses on labeling geographic information from unstructured text from different websites and documents. The emphasis is on commercial entities since understanding names of places can provide great benefit for data mining and searching. One study showed that 15% of questions which are asked on search engines were related to geographic names [3]. The main objective of work from [2] was to present the system that will extract administrative information which includes geographical coordinates and addresses as well. The data that was used is related to all human activities including commercial and research organizations and public administration and it was found on their websites. The areas of artificial intelligence that are used in this work are named entity recognition, natural language processing, text mining and annotation and part-of-speech.

Researchers from [4] recognized the importance of spatial language in text documents and many other applications because combination of unstructured text with structured Geographic information systems provides connection between the two. They say that web pages, blogs, stories, tweets and articles can all take benefit from recognition of geographic terms in texts. In this work, processes of so called geoparsing (recognizing spatial items in text) are discussed as well as challenges related to geoparsing methods and data collection. In this paper, researchers state there are many ambiguities present in natural language, some of them related to toponyms. It can often be seen that some location name is confused with non-location name. The given example for that is location name Paris that can be thought of as Paris in France and Paris Hilton as person. Authors found that another challenge with geoparsing is dealing with misspellings and errors in text documents. The methods for geoparsing that are presented in this paper are Gazetteer Lookup Based, Rule based and machine learning based. In the first one, the text is traversed word by word or character by character and searched for toponyms which are previously defined. Those words are then stored in gazetteer which represents database of place names. In the second method, set of predefined rules in certain language decides whether some word is toponym or not. In machine learning approach, text is scanned and set of features are computed. Those features can contain particular strings that appear in place items, length computations, capitalizations and other. Based on training corpus, words that are most highly correlated with toponyms are extracted. Later on, model is run on unannotated text and it decides whether word in the text is toponym or not. This paper gave an overview of tools and techniques used in geographic references extraction.

The research about efficient location extraction algorithm [5] discusses two challenges that appear in location extraction approach. It proposes detection ranking framework which would solve those problems and also introduce the set of new features in mining the contextual information from websites which is usually done using natural language processing. The two problems or challenges that are mentioned are about effect of contextual evidence with aim to improve performance of location extraction and improvement of relation between disambiguation step and named entity recognition step. The location name detection step means solving ambiguity by identifying the meaning that is related to geography and it is done by looking into special words that are common. In the second step, ambiguity is solved by providing the most preferable geographic location to every name that is extracted as location. The researchers showed through experiments that their solution performed much better than the best previous solutions. They designed their solutions in order to effectively and correctly find geographical locations from web sources. Since humans are able to better recognize location entities in context, the solution for computers is designed in this research. It is related to context location prior meaning that they refer to place names that define nearby locations and the other one is related to context word prior meaning that terms that appeared in the context tend to be relevant to the location. They have implemented those extractors on different sets using different solutions and noticed that location context significantly improves accuracy of the extraction. At the end, they have compared their results with famous industrial approaches GeoTagger and Yahoo Placemaker.

III. DATA PREPARATION

The dataset that is used in this project is set of addresses from USA which came in specific format that had to be preprocessed so that it can be used in named entity recognition algorithm. There were 999765 different addresses in raw data. Some of them included only state, some of them city and postal code. Sometimes address
entities were expressed as full name like state name “Minnesota” and sometimes as abbreviations like “MN”. There were also numerous examples of full addresses that were consisted of house number, road, city, postal code and state. In order to use them with named entity recognition, we needed to separate those addresses to words and label them with an appropriate label. In figure 1, there is a snippet from raw data .txt file. It can be seen that each address entity is written between two parentheses with START and END keywords. Additionally, there is a label for each word after keyword START. The following address from raw data will be analyzed in order to present what is done in data preparation.

```
<START:houseNumber> 193 <END> <START:road> 100TH AVE <END> <START:state> VIRGINIA <END> <START:city> HOLLIS <END> <START:postalCode> 24012 <END>
```

Each number that is between <START:houseNumber> and <END> is separated and put in new .txt file with label HOUSE_NO representing the house number. The procedure is similar for state, city, road and postal code. All words from addresses are converted to lower case. When this preprocessing is done, the address from the example is stored in new .txt file in the following form that is ready for named entity recognition algorithm:

```
193 HOUSE_NO
100th ROAD
ave I_ROAD
virginia STATE
hollins CITY
24012 POSTAL
```

In this example, we can see that road is separated into two parts since it is consisted of two words: “100th” and “ave”. In cases when address entities contain more than only one word, such entity is separated in more words. First word is always labeled as STATE, ROAD or CITY while all rest parts are labeled with the same labels but including “I” in the label such as I_ROAD, I_CITY or I_STATE. Whenever such label is found, it means the labeled word is the extension of the previous address entity. Later on, this is specified in algorithm which learns the context of words related in this way.

```
<START:city> LACONA <END> <START:state> MN <END> <START:state D> <START:state> MASSACHUSETTS <END> <START:city> CHAFFEE <EN
T:city> HOLLIS <END> <START:state> WISCONSIN <END> <ST:
> <START:road> 100TH AVE <END> <START:city> HOLLIS <END> <START:road> 100TH AVE <END> <START:road> 100TH AVE <END> <START:
```

Figure 1 Snippet of raw data

After raw data is preprocessed, it resulted in 8 tags/labels/class attributes. The algorithm in some way classifies each word as one of the labels. The output of the program is always one of the following 8 classes or labels:

- CI TY
- I_CI TY
- HOUSE_NO
- POSTAL
- ROAD
- I - ROAD
- STATE
- I _STATE

IV. METHODOLOGY

In order to train data for named entity recognition, we need words from dataset to be transferred into format that is readable and understandable by the computer. Due to this reason, our words that represent parts of the addresses are converted to vectors using GloVe, the unsupervised learning algorithm developed by professors from Stanford University. That procedure is called “word to vector” model and is part of word embeddings. After word to vector conversion, our data became 300-dimensional vector where context is also captured which is very important for address entities since it has to discover what entity is city and what is state, for example. Using Tensorflow, the machine learning library in Python, these vectors are trained through recurrent neural network. The type of neural network that is used is LSTM-long short-term memory because it is suitable for capturing the context within the text and is frequently used in language translation as well. The result of this project is program that allows user to enter certain address and the program labels the entities within that address according to 8 class attributes or labels.

A. Word embeddings and GloVe

Word embedding which is also known as word representation plays a vital role in producing continuous word vectors that take into serious considerations its context in a large corpus. Word embeddings catch both syntactic and semantic information of words and are useful in measurement of similarities between words which is very important and useful for natural language processing. In reality, several senses of certain word may be correlated and there is not clear boundary between them. [14] Word to vector (Word2vec) is set of related models that are used to make word embeddings. They are consisted of neural networks that are trained on corpus of words in order to capture linguistic contexts of words. The input for such model is large sets of words and the output is vectors which represent each word in multidimensional space and preserve their context. Word2vec uses continuous bag-of-words algorithm which includes representation of context. [15] Besides Word2vec that is developed in Google, there is GloVe model that is developed at Stanford University. This model is global regression model for unsupervised learning of word representations that is better than other models related to word analogy, similarity and named entity recognition tasks. [16] The example of words represented as vectors in multidimensional space is shown in figure 2. It can be seen that model placed cities and their zip codes near each other in the space. It is done because GloVe found the similarity between cities and their codes and captured the context.
The pretrained vector of words that is used in this project is 300D GloVe vector. This could be done using this ready-made vector since addresses are coming from English language speaking area and words that are present in address entities are already represented in this pretrained vector.

B. Recurrent neural network and LSTM

A recurrent neural network (RNN) is an extension of feedforward neural network. One of its main characteristics is the ability to handle variable-length sequence inputs. It handles it by recurrent hidden state whose activation is dependent on previous one at each stage. [17] RNN can be represented as multiple copies of the same network where each of the networks is sending the information to the following one. The relation between multiple stages of recurrent neural network can be seen in figure 3. The recurrent neural networks are used in speech recognition, language modeling and translation. The main difference between RNN and feedforward networks is feedback loops that produce the recurrent connection in the network. With the recurrent structure, RNN can model the contextual dependence of text input. [18] This is very useful in text classification since context is important for correct interpretation. It is generally harder to train RNNs due to vanishing gradient and certain errors. These problems are solved with long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture which represents special type of RNN. LSTM memory contains more units which can store and find long range information related to context in a temporal space. [18] LSTMs are capable of learning long-term dependencies. They remember information for long periods and this advantage is used in this project for remembering contexts and other related entities from previous inputs. LSTM overcomes some restrictions and weaknesses of RNNS and is definitely attractive to sequence labeling tasks. [19]

The accuracy that is achieved is 99.68 and we can say the model is overfit because it learnt from well structured data and was tested on dataset which is very similar to training dataset structure-wise. When house number is included in the model which is trained without house number but when house number was added to training data, the performance was not great on this particular example. The same happened with example of “Three Way, Tennessee” where Three Way is confusing city name which would confuse humans as well. The model classified this as ROAD I_ROAD STATE where only state was correct label. This happens only with model that is trained with house number.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Since there are many unstructured data around us, it is precious to provide certain tools which can extract useful information that could be used in text interpretation, searching, sorting, related decision making and so on. This project showed that LSTM is a good choice for this kind of problem since it remembers relationships between current and previously seen entities; which enables taking care of very important thing that is context. This algorithm managed to relate different words within similar context. The importance of named entity recognition tasks and applications is large since it facilitates many operations that should be done on various articles, blogs, mails and news.
This particular project can improve querying databases when it comes to geocoding—conversion of addresses into latitude and longitude. When certain address entities are labeled, geocoders would easily know in which table they should search for particular entity. This avoids the use of brute force approach in analysis of addresses. Address entities extraction can also be used for simple data extraction when all cities or all states from certain text need to be extracted.

In comparison to other related projects, it can be seen that this application can be used for separated classification of specific topological entities. It is intended to be used for analysis of different addresses which do not have to necessarily contain all parts of the address but can include only cities, only states, postal codes etc. which means it is equally accurate on incomplete addresses. The additional contribution of this project is that it can be used for direct geocoding since it provides an opportunity to query appropriate tables using labeled entities from this application.

In future work, we might try to mix data in dataset and add some characters which are present in real addresses but are not present in training dataset. That might make model learn better on imperfect data. This project might also be applied on other language addresses and for that we would need new corpus and new word vectors that could be trained separately. The another interesting thing that could be done in future work is training model with combination of algorithms and approaches by introducing other types of neural networks as well.
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